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Magneto-optical investigation of flux penetration in a superconducting ring

Myriam Pannetier,* F. C. Klaassen, R. J. Wijngaarden,† M. Welling, K. Heeck, J. M. Huijbregtse, B. Dam, and R. Griess
Faculty of Sciences, Division of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Nethe

~Received 12 April 2001; published 18 September 2001!

Using advanced magneto-optics, the field and currentdistributionsin superconducting thin film YBa2Cu3O7

rings in an externally applied magnetic field are studied experimentally. The observations are in close agree-
ment with numerical calculations. During the initial flux penetration and field reversal a highly nonuniform
current distribution is observed. In particular, concentric counterrotating current loops occur during field
reversal. We explore implications of these results for the determination of critical currents and penetration
fields from bulk magnetization measurements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.144505 PACS number~s!: 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Ge
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many studies on superconductors, ring-shaped sam
are used, to measure, e.g., the flux relaxation rate,1 the mag-
netic flux noise,2 the levitation forces,3 or the photorespons
in the flux creep regime.4 In order to determine the critica
currents5–8 in superconductors, thin-film rings were used b
cause of the well-defined shape and constant sample w
perpendicular to the current flow direction. The interpretat
of all these experiments presupposes knowledge of the
rent distribution. Most authors assume that this current
tribution is uniform.

Theoretically, the behavior of rings and disks seems w
established.9,10 Experimentally, however, these predictio
have not been verified in detail, which is surprising in vie
of the amount of data based on measurements on
samples. In addition, ringlike shapes also occur in pract
applications, e.g., in superconducting quantum interferen
device ~SQUID! loops. For these reasons an experimen
investigation of the exact current distribution in ring-shap
samples is strongly needed. Our findings, using the rece
improved magneto-optical technique, are presented in
paper.

The magneto-optical technique11 enables a direct mea
surement of the magnetic field above the superconduc
from which the current distribution can be derived12–14 for a
two-dimensional geometry. A recent improvement15 of the
technique enables an accurate and linear measurement o
local magnetic field, including an unambiguous determi
tion of its sign. Results are presented for two supercond
ing rings with different widths. It is found that during part o
the hysteresis loop, the field and current distributions exh
a peculiar behavior, with alternating positive and negat
domains within the width of the ring.

This paper is organized as follow: the details of t
samples and the experimental technique are presented in
II. The numerical calculations used for direct comparis
with the experiment are described in Sec. III. Experimen
results are given in Sec. IV, with emphasis on two aspe
the first penetration after zero-field cooldown and the rev
sal of the sweep direction of the applied magnetic field.
0163-1829/2001/64~14!/144505~7!/$20.00 64 1445
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Samples

Results are presented here for two rings patterned f
YBa2Cu3O72d thin films, deposited by means of pulsed las
deposition on~100! SrTiO3 substrates. Similar results ar
obtained on other rings. The thickness of the rings is 100
and the critical temperature is 90 K, withDT,0.5 K. The
samples are characterized by Rutherford backscatter
atomic force microscopy, and x-ray diffraction~XRD!.16 The
excellent crystallinity of these films enables even the obs
vation of Laue finite-size oscillations around the~001! re-
flection of the XRD spectrum.17

The films are patterned into rings using conventional p
tolithography and chemical etching in H3PO4. The rings
have an outer diameter of 3 mm, a width of 500mm for ring
1, and 125mm for ring 2. The samples are checked for
regularities, scratches, and weak spots by optical trans
sion and reflection microscopy and exhibit excellent qual
Subsequently magneto-optics showed no inhomogene
flux penetration along the circumference.

The rings are investigated by means of torque magnet
etry and magneto-optical imaging in order to make a dir
comparisonon the same samplesbetween the bulk magneti
moment as determined from torque and the current and fi
distribution as determined from magneto-optics.

B. Torque magnetometry

The penetration field and the superconducting curr
density are measured by means of capacitive tor
magnetometry.5,18 The sample is placed in a magnetic fie
m0HW with its normal at a small angleu with the applied field.
When the applied field is increased at a constant sweep
m0dH/dt, superconducting currents are induced in t
sample. The corresponding magnetic momentMW irr leads to a
torquetW given by

tW5m0~MW 3HW !. ~1!

The irreversible torquetW irr at a certain magnetic field is
given by
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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MAGNETO-OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF FLUX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144505
t irr 5~t12t2!/2, ~2!

t1 andt2 being the ascending and descending branches
magnetic hysteresis loop. The irreversible magnetic mom
is then given by

Mirr 5t irr /~m0H sinu!, ~3!

sinceMW is perpendicular to the film plane.
In the case of a uniform current density, the current d

sity j s is directly related to the magnetic moment of a ring
inner radiusa1, outer radiusa2, and thicknessd by

Mirr 5~p/3!d~a2
32a1

3! j s . ~4!

The torque magnetometer is placed into the variable t
perature insert of a 7-T Oxford Instruments Magnet syste
The cryostat enables measurements from 1.5 K up to 30
The magnetic field is applied at an angleu510°. Experi-
ments are performed after zero-field cooling~ZFC! by loop-
ing the field from zero to1200 mT, then to2200 mT, and
again to1200 mT, with a constant sweep rate of 1 mT/s.

C. Magneto-optical imaging

In the magneto-optical~MO! experiments, the local mag
netic field immediately above the sample is detected us
Bi-doped yttrium iron garnet films19 with in-plane anisot-
ropy, which exhibit a large Faraday effect~typically 0.06
deg/mT! and can be used for a broad range of temperatu
from 1.5 K up to 300 K. The magnetic resolution is bet
than 0.1 mT and the spatial resolution is better than 0.5mm.

The indicator is placed on top of the sample and the
sembly is mounted in our specially built cryogenic polariz
tion microscope,11 which is in a magnet system similar to th
one described above. The applied magnetic field is paralle
the c axis of the sample and perpendicular to the indica
We use two types of measurements:~i! conventional
magneto-opticsbetween two crossed polarizers; the spa
variation of the perpendicular component of the local ind
tion Bz at the sample is visualized as an intensity patte
from the intensity images, the local fieldHz is determined
using the calibrationI 5b f(Hz

2), whereI is the intensity and
b is a proportionality constant.20 ~ii ! using our newmagneto-
optical image lock-in amplifier~MO-ILIA! setup,15 the local
magnetic field is measured directly as an output of the M
ILIA. The second technique is a considerable improvem
due to the intrinsic linearity in field, the direct measureme
of the sign of the field, and the improved sensitivity at sm
magnetic fields.

Experiments presented here are performed atT54.2 K,
after ZFC by looping the field from zero to150 mT, then to
250 mT , and again to150 mT, with a constant sweep ra
of 1 mT/s. No qualitative differences were observed for d
ferent sweep rates. The pictures are taken effectively ev
second with a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera@hence
the difference in field between consecutive pictures
D(m0H)51 mT].
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III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In order to obtain a complete description and a full und
standing of the phenomena occurring in the ring, we inv
tigate the distribution of the current density while performi
a hysteresis loop. Since there exists significant relaxatio
high-temperature superconductors, we simulate the beha
of superconducting rings with the model of Brandt,10 which
takes relaxation into account. With the help of this simu
tion, in which we include our experimental conditions, w
can calculate numerically the field profiles and current d
tributions in the sample. A numerical calculation is requir
due to the geometry: the elliptic integrals of the proble
make it analytically untractable~see Brandt10!.

Our calculation is based on that of Brandt, which e
presses the time derivative of the position-dependent cur
in the ring as a function of the current and sweep rate of
externally applied field. To derive this recursive differen
equation, we note that the vector potentialAW depends, due to
the radial symmetry, in the plane of the ring only on t
radiusr. In addition, only theAf component is nonzero.

The vector potential for a single loop of current of radi
a is given by21

Aw~r ,u!5
m0

4p
IaE

0

2p cosw8dw8

~a21r 222ar sinu cosw8!1/2
. ~5!

Hence, for a very thin ring of thicknessd, inner diameter
a1, and outer diametera2,

Aw~r ,u!5
m0

4pEa1

a2
I ~a8!a8

3E
0

2p cosw8dw8

~a821r 222a8r sinu cosw8!1/2
da8.

~6!

Note that we use here the currentI (a8)da8 flowing at radius
a8 which is related to the current densityj by I 5 j * d.

Usingu5p/2 for the plane of the ring and by discretizin
the space on the width of ring, we obtain

Af~r !5
m0

4p (
p5a1

a2

I ~p!pE
0

2p cosw8dw8

~p21r 222pr cosw8!1/2

5:
m0

4p (
p5a1

a2

I ~p!Q~p,r !, ~7!

whereI (p) is now the current flowing betweenp2 1
2 Da and

p1 1
2 Da, Da being the grid spacing and the second eq

sign defines a kernel matrixQ.
In matrix notation, Eq.~7! may be abbreviated as

AW f5
m0

4p
QWW • IW. ~8!

Here and below the arrow onAf and I is used to denote the
position-dependent quantities written as a mathematical v
tor in discretized space.
5-2
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MYRIAM PANNETIER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 144505
The total vector potential is due to the current in the ri
and the external field:

Af,tot5Af,ring1Af,ext . ~9!

For a uniform external field along theẑ axis, Af,ext
5m0(r /2)Hz . Inserting this and Eq.~8! into Eq. ~9! gives:

m0

4p
~QWW • IW !5Af,tot2m0

r

2
Hz . ~10!

To proceed we need the relation between current densj
and electrical fieldE in the superconductor. For simplicity10

we use a power-law relation for the resistivity:

E5r j 5r0U j

j 0
Us

j 5R0uI usI . ~11!

For larges this captures the essential superconductor ph
ics, where the electrical field rises sharply when the curr
density exceeds the valuej 0 ~close to the critical curren
density j c), while it is very convenient in the calculation.

By taking the time derivative of Eq.~10! and using
Ȧf,tot5Ȧtot52E52r j ,21 with r from Eq.~11! one obtains
the following equation:

] IW

]t
5S 4p

m0
DQWW 21

•S 2R0u IW us IW2m0

r

2
ḢzD , ~12!

Equation~12! can be easily iterated numerically. The in
tial condition att50 is set to zero current all over the widt
of the ring. The applied field may be chosen to increa
linearly with time to compare with the experimental situati
where the sweep rate is constant. Also a complete hyste
loop can be easily calculated. From the currentI (r ) in the
ring, the magnetic field in all space around the ring is a
calculated, taking into account the external field~obtained
from integration ofḢz).

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We now compare the experimental magnetic mom
Mirr obtained from torque measurements with magne
optical data on the local fieldHtot perpendicular to the plan
of the ring. In addition, both types of experimental results
compared with our numerical simulations.

A. First penetration and penetration fields

In the magneto-optical experiment, as soon as a pos
external field is applied to a ZFC sample, there is not only
intense bright outline at the outer edge of the ring~Fig.1!,
due to an enhancement of the external field by the shield
currents. Surprisingly there is also an intense dark outlin
the inner edge of the ring, corresponding to a local fi
opposite to the applied field and initially increasing
strength withBext . This is rather unexpected: a negati
field is generated in the inside of the ring before full penet
tion, i.e., before vortices reach the inner edge~after having
crossed the whole width of the ring!. This effect is due to the
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fact that the shielding currents cannot drop off slowly t
wards zero in the center of the ring, but must be zero ins
its inner perimeter. One way of describing this22 is that our
ring is equivalent to the superposition of a superconduct
disk with the same outer diameter as the ring and ordin
shielding currents and a disk with same outer diameter as
inner diameter of the ring and counterflowing shielding c
rents. The latter currents produce at the edge of the in
virtual disk a peaked field, which is negative because
currents are counterflowing. Another way to look at this is
follows. If we consider the ring in the virgin state, there is
flux anywhere~inside and outside!. Then when a magnetic
field is applied, perpendicular to the film, a supercurrent w
flow in the ring, in order to keep it in the Meissner state. O
the outer edge of the ring, the field generated by the shi
ing currents adds to the applied field@see Fig. 2~a!#, as in the
flat strip case~see, for example, Ref. 23!. This results in a
sharp peakP at the outer edge@Fig. 2~b!#, increasing with the
applied field. But because of the geometry of the ring,
flux lines of the self-field close by threading through the ho
@see Fig. 2~a!#, thereby generating a negative field at the ed
of the hole@peakQ in Fig. 2~b!#. The strength of the peaks i
related to the thickness-to-width ratio of the patterned t
film, just as for the peak at the edge of a strip. This pheno
enon has been analytically studied in the torus case,24 where
a similar negative peak on the inner edge of the torus
found.

To show this phenomenon in more detail, profiles alo
the line AB ~Fig. 1! are shown for sample 2 at various a
plied fields in Fig. 3~a!.

FIG. 1. Local field map obtained from MO-ILIA~see text!
magneto-optical imaging of ring 2 (125mm width!, with an ap-
plied field of 8 mT, atT54.2 K. The scale bar gives the local fiel
values in mT. We observe a positive bright outline at the outer e
of the ring, while a negative dark outline is visible at the inner ed
of the ring. The profiles shown in Figs. 3~a! and 6~a! are measured
along the dashed lineAB.
5-3
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MAGNETO-OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF FLUX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144505
Also from the profiles it is clear that, as soon as an ex
nal field is applied, some negative field is present at the in
edge of the ring. The spatial distribution of the field insi
the hole of the ring is dome shaped, which is particula
clear at higher applied fields.

The negative peak at the inner edge of the ring initia
becomes stronger with increasing external field. This is
to an increase in total current flowing in the ring, because
width of the region wherej s flows increases with externa
field. At a certain external field, i.e., the penetration field,
maximum current densityj s flows everywhere in the ring
~approximately, see below!. The total current in the ring can
not increase anymore and therefore the self-field due to
shielding currents is constant. The only effect of an incre
ing external field is now a shifting of the whole field profi
upwards. This implies that the negative field at the inn
edge henceforth decreases in strength until it becomes p
tive.

In Fig. 4 we show magneto-optical images for sample
obtained with conventional magneto-optical imaging wh
the intensity is proportional to the square of the local field.
such images, both the outer and inner peaks appear br
The inner peak first increases in brightness with app
field, then decreases, fully consistent with the initial incre
and subsequent decrease in magnitude of the field as
plained above.

To investigate the behavior described above in more
tail, we present the results of our simulation, as outlined
Sec. III. The simulation yields both the current density d
tribution and the corresponding field distribution during
hysteresis loop.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic diagram showing magnetic field lines d
to a current flowing in a ring of inner radiusa1, outer radiusa2, and
thicknessd, in the presence of an externally applied field. Near
outer edges of the ring, the local field is high, due to enhancem
of the external field by the field generated by the current. At
inner edge of the ring, the external field is reduced by the field
the current.~b! Field profiles are shown schematically~dotted line!
and indicate the sharp peak at the edges of the ring due to the
aspect ratio. The expected conventional magneto-optical inten
(;Hext

2 ) is indicated by the black line.
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The results for first penetration from the ZFC situatio
where initially the current densityj is zero all over the width
of the ring, up to the state of full penetration, wherej . j s ,
are shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. The corresponding points
on the calculated and measured magnetization curves sh
in Fig. 5 are indicated with the charactersA–G.

Note that even at relatively high fieldsj only approaches
but never reaches the true critical current densityj c for sev-
eral reasons. First, due to relaxation~which is implicitly
present also in the model due to the finite resistivity!, one
can never reachj c , but obtains a lower valuej s& j c . Sec-
ond, we find from our simulations thatj s depends on the
radial position, it maximum value is reached at the ou
perimeter due to the geometry~although the difference is
rather small!. For the normalization in Figs. 3~c! and 6~c! we
took the outer edge value. Third, see@see Fig. 3~c!#, at one-
third from the inner edge of the ring there is a dip inj, which
disappears only very slowly with increasing field. The effe
on magnetization is, however, rather small; for instance,
magnetization for curveB is only 15% lower than the maxi

e
nt
e
f

rge
ity

FIG. 3. ~a! Experimental MO-ILIA~see text! field profiles and
~b! calculated field profiles~from bottom to top! for m0Hext

53 mT (A), 5.5 mT (B), 7.9 mT (C), 9.1 mT (D), 10.5 mT (E),
12.7 mT (F), and 18 mT (G), in ring 2 as a function of the distanc
r from the center of the ring. The positions of these fields in
hysteresis loop are indicated in Fig. 5. The dotted lines indicate
inner and outer edge of the ring.~c! Local current density from ZFC
~bottom! to full penetration~top! as a function of position in the
ring, given in units ofj s . The charactersA–G indicate the external
field and are defined above.A color version of Fig. 3 is available at
http://www.nat.vu.nl/CondMat/colfigs/2001/mp-prbr.htm
5-4
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MYRIAM PANNETIER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 144505
mum magnetization. From this it is immediately clear th
there is not a sharply defined penetration field. Rather th
is an abrupt but continuous change between increasing m
netization and constant magnetization.

We note that the maximum of the inner peak in Fig. 3~a!,
curveC, occurs for the situation where, for the first time aft
zero field cooling, j > j s over the whole superconductin
sample@Fig. 3~c!, curveC]. Therefore the maximum in the
inner peak as a function of applied field can be used as
accurate magneto-optical determination of the value of
penetration fieldHp . To confirm this, we compare the value
for Hp obtained according to this criterion with the valu
for Hp measured from torque.

The results for the two rings are as in Table I.
Clearly, the two results forHp are in good agreemen

which means that the global method used in torque to m

FIG. 4. Experimental conventional magneto-optical intens
images~proportional to the local field squared!, for m0Hext511, 20,
25, and 40 mT, on ring 1, atT54.2 K. The profiles along the
dashed lineA8B8 are shown in the picture. We note that a sm
peak starts to appear at the inner edge of the ring at 20 mT~see
arrow! and reaches a maximum at 25 mT, then decreases and
appears at 40 mT, while the high-intensity peak at the outer edg
the ring keeps on increasing~for a discussion, see text!. This im-
plies for the penetration field thatm0Hp525 mT.

FIG. 5. Calculated hysteresis loop starting from ZFC conditio
The characters refer to the curves in Fig. 3 (A–G) and Fig. 6
(H –N). Inset: part of the experimental magnetization loop fro
torque measurements. The letters refer to the curves in Fig.~a!
(A–G).
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sure the penetration field is validated by the magneto-opt
observation of the flux penetration under the same con
tions. On the other hand, it is obvious, from Fig. 3, th
before this full penetration state is reached, the current flo
ing in the ring is far from uniform. In the beginning there a
even two regions with current flowing, separated by a Mei

TABLE I. Comparison of the penetration fieldHp as obtained
from torque and magneto-optical measurements.

m0Hp
Torque ~mT! m0Hp

MO ~mT!

Ring 1 25.560.5 2561
Ring 2 10.060.5 10.061

l

is-
of

.

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental MO- ILIA profiles and~b! calculated
profiles in the narrow ring during field reversal, for~from bottom to
top! m0Hext549 mT (H), 42 mT (I ), 41 mT (J), 39 mT (K), 35
mT (L), 31 mT (M ), and 24 mT (N). The positions of these fields
on the hysteresis loop are indicated in Fig. 5. The dotted li
indicate the inner and outer edges of the ring. Note that the scal
mT gives the scale within one profile curve. The curves are shi
vertically for clarity. ~c! Local current density during field reversa
from the full penetration of a positive applied field (j 5 j s , top
curve! to the full penetration due to a negative applied fieldj
52 j s , bottom curve!. The solid lines correspond to the regim
where the currents are all positive within the ring. The dashed li
correspond to currents being mainly positive but negative on
outer edge. The dotted lines correspond to presence of nega
positive-negative currents. And the dot-dashed lines describe
regime where the currents are negative everywhere in the ring
5-5
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MAGNETO-OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF FLUX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144505
ner area. We will see an even more complicated current
tribution pattern below, in the region where the field profi
is reversed, immediately after reversing the sweep direct

From the magneto-optically observed penetration fie
Hp we also calculate the current densityj s using the formu-
las from Brandt:10

Hp

j sd
5

2

p S 12x

11xD F ln 4S 11x

12xD20.307G for x>0.8,

~13!

Hp

j sd
5

2p

p S ln
8

p
21D2

1

2
~ ln x112x! for 0.6,x,0.8,

~14!

Hp

j sd
5

1

2
~2 ln x10.467! for x<0.6, ~15!

wherea1 is the inner radius of the ring,a2 the outer radius,
x5a1 /a2, andp5(12x)/(11x). The first and last formu-
las are exact, while the middle is an interpolation. In our c
x5a1 /a250.67 for ring 1 andx50.92 for ring 2.

The values for j s obtained in this manner magneto
optically and from the irreversible magnetization in th
torque experiment from Eq.~4! are given in Table II. The
magneto-optical values forj s are slightly higher than from
the torque measurements, but the agreement is very rea
able.

B. Field reversal

We observe a rather surprising behavior of the flux dur
field reversal. The profiles measured on sample 2 are sh
in Fig. 6~a!, while the corresponding points in the hystere
curve are again indicated in Fig. 5. The profile shown at
bottom ~curve H) is the well-known curve for full penetra
tion in a positive applied field. From bottom to top the a
plied field m0Hext is decreased from 49 to 24 mT, the latt
field being after the complete reversal of the profile. A fu
ther decrease ofm0Hext , first to zero applied field and the
to negative applied field, only leads to a vertical shift of t
curve, but no change in shape is observed. Note that betw
49 and 24 mT, the profile goes through a quite comp

TABLE II. Comparison of current densityj s as obtained from
torque and magneto-optical measurements.

j s
Torque(T54.2 K) j s

MO(T54.2 K)

Ring 1 3.931011A/m2 4.1931011A/m2

Ring 2 5.331011A/m2 6.8231011A/m2
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sequence of patterns, e.g., atm0Hext535 mT ~curve L),
four peaks~counting both positive and negative peaks! are
present in the ring. From the slopedBz /dr, wherer is the
radial distance from the center of the ring, one gets the
pression that there are two counterrotating current loop
the ring. To investigate this further, we compare now
experiment with simulations.

Results for the current and field profiles from the nume
cal simulation as described in Sec. III, are shown in F
6~b! and 6~c!. Note the nice correspondence between
experimental and the simulated field profiles shown in F
6~a! and 6~b!. From the simulated curves in Fig. 6~c! it is
clear that during field reversal, the current changes smoo
from, say, a clockwise direction~positive j ) to an anticlock-
wise direction~negativej ). This happens, however, in a no
uniform manner over the width of the ring. First the curre
becomes negative at the outside edge of the ring, while a
inside there is still a positive current flowing. Hence duri
this crossover, there are two antiparallel currents flow
along the whole circumference of the ring. After further
duction of the external field also a negative current start
flow at the inner edge. In the middle of the ring, howev
there is still a positive current flowing. That is, we have th
concentric currents loops, with antiparallel flow in adjac
ones. When the external field is further reduced, also in
middle of the ring negative currents start to flow and the fl
direction becomes uniform again. Upon reachingHmax
22Hp , the current density becomes nearly uniform again

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally studied the flux penetration i
superconducting ring, by torque magnetometry and lo
magneto-optical observations, which allow direct determ
tion of the magnetic field. At the first flux penetration af
ZFC, immediately some flux is present inside the hole of
ring, peaking at the inner edge. This is due to closure of
field lines generated by the shielding current. We have sh
by simulations that the maximum value of the inner pe
occurs at the penetration fieldHp , in good agreement with
Hp determined by torque measurements. Another interes
feature is the complicated field and current pattern just a
reversal of the field sweep direction. Despite the small w
of the rings, three concentric current loops are found.
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